PRIVACY POLICY
Information on privacy and cookies policy ex Art 13 of General Regulation on the Protection
of Personal Data UE 2016/679 (GDPR)

Before communicating any personal data, we invite you to read with attention the present “Privacy
Policy” that it is an useful information according the art. 13 of the GDPR to people that consult and act
with the Web, because it includes information on the protection of the personal data and on the safety
actions adopted to guarantee the privacy in the complete respect of the GDPR.
We specify that the present Privacy Policy is issued only for the web www.bonesipneumatik.it and not
applied to other webs that possibly can be consulted through our links.
The controller of the data
Controller of the personal data, relevant to person identified or that can be identified following the
consultation of our web is BONESI PNEUMATIK S.r.l. – Via A. Robino, 117, Legnano (MI) – Tel. +39
0331.448000 – email raffaella.candiani@bonesipneumatik.it
Place and purpose regarding the processing of the data
The data connected to the web services of the present web take place at the location of our supplier
of services that has been specifically appointed as External Responsible and they are handled directly
by our employs specifically in charged and trained.
The personal data supplied by users that send request by mail are used only to give a reply to the
requests received.
No data arising from the web service is communicated or publicized to third people.
Procedure regarding the processing of the data
The personal data are handled with automated information instruments, for the time necessary to
satisfy the above mentioned need; normally the reply to the requests is given within 15 days.
Kind of data
Data supplied voluntarily by the users
The optional supply, specific and voluntary of electronic mail to the address mentioned on the present
web do not represent any request of agreement and the possible fill in of form prearranged involve the
subsequent acquisition of the address and the data of the sender/user, necessary to reply to the
requests submitted.
In the possible case of the fill in of a specific form that foresee the compulsory fill in of some areas
prefixed, this is for marketing purpose and communication. In this case it is requested to the user a
specific agreement during the fill in of the form.

Data on surfing
The information instruments and the software procedures appointed to the operation of the present
web get, during their normal work, some personal data which notice is standard in the use of the
communication procedures of internet. They are information not connected to identified interests, but
that, through various processing, could identify the user.
In such category of data the IP addresses enter or also the name of the domains of the computers of
the users connected to the web and the time of the request. Such data are used to the sole purpose of
statistic information impersonal on the use of the web, with the purpose to control the correct
functioning and automatically cancelled immediately after the processing.
Cookies Please read the Cookies information.
Transfer of the data abroad:
The data obtained are not object of transfer to abroad.
Rights of the involved people
The persons to which the personal data refer have the right in any moment to ask the Controller the
view of their data, the modification or the cancellation of the same, the limitation of the processing or
the possibility to cancel the agreement to the processing according the regulations of GDPR, by simple
communication to the Controller.
The requests / communications must be addressed to the above mentioned Controller by post mail or
calling 0331.448000 or by email to raffaella.candiani@bonesipneumatik.it
The present Privacy Police is effective from 25/05/2018. BONESI PNEUMATIK S.r.l. reserve the right
to modify or simply update the contain, partially or totally, also due to variations of the involved
standards.

